
Finance: Gaining Key Customer Insight
The top U.S. commercial banks are SPSS customers

Market forces such as mergers, globalization, intensifying competition, and new regulatory 

requirements are radically altering the financial services landscape. Leading financial services 

firms are prospering during this turbulent time by applying SPSS predictive analytics to their 

most valuable asset—customers. 

 

Predictive analytics makes it possible to leverage the distinct multi-channel nature of the 

financial services business—both the wealth of data available and the numerous points  

of interaction—to gain new insights into customer behavior and preferences. With SPSS  

predictive analytics, financial organizations are acquiring the right customers cost-effectively, 

growing these relationships through real-time interactions, and detecting and preventing 

fraudulent activity.

Success in customer acquisition depends on precise, timely targeting that delivers compelling 

offers to prospects and keeps costs low. Financial services organizations are building predictive 

analytics into their acquisition processes, enabling them to minimize acquisition costs by 

predicting which marketing programs will generate the highest responses—before investing 

limited marketing budgets in the wrong campaigns or inaccurate targets.

SPSS predictive analytics enables financial services organizations to pursue aggressive 

customer growth strategies through cross-selling and up-selling. By capitalizing on all customer 

touch points—such as branch offices, contact centers, and Web sites—these companies  

leverage real-time analysis to increase the value of customer interactions by determining 

which offers provide the highest mutual value, and then applying that insight on demand.

Additionally, both undetected fraudulent activity and unnecessary credit exposure put  

financial services companies at great financial and legal risk. Predictive analytics helps  

these organizations increase capital efficiency and compliance by continually minimizing 

fraud, credit, and money laundering risk. By offering a more open, adaptive system, SPSS 

enables financial services firms to detect and prevent fraudulent activity, prevent money  

laundering by detecting suspicious patterns, and determine good and bad credit risks.

SPSS helps financial services institutions maximize customer value and minimize risk 

through the effective application of predictive analytics, transforming data from every  

channel into important customer insight.

www.spss.com



Leading Bank Cuts Costs While  
Improving Information Flow

ABN AMRO improves internal information flow and facilitates global employee 

communications through a business-to-business employee portal. The portal 

provides the company with a communications infrastructure that not only saves 

money through self-service initiatives, but also benefits employees through 

greater access to information and services based on preferences.

 

ABN AMRO uses SPSS predictive analytics software to provide valuable insight 

into how employees use the portal. By using SPSS’ NetGenesis to determine 

the applications used and the content viewed, ABN AMRO is able to see trends 

and issues that drive staff development. ABN AMRO also leverages this  

information when negotiating more favorable licenses with its software  

application vendors, representing further savings.

Utilizing the portal, ABN AMRO is able to encourage employees to carry out  

a range of self-service related tasks, such as requesting leave approvals,  

making travel bookings, finding out about the company pension plan, and  

even participating in online training. This insight has made ABN AMRO aware  

of the ever-increasing demands on its employees’ time and so it has designed 

the portal accordingly, with tools intended to make their lives easier by  

introducing new services, including Internet banking. 

“Having a system in place to provide reporting on portal usage is vital to  

understanding if employees are finding it useful,” said Jeannine Lehman, 

senior vice president, wholesale clients e-commerce, ABN AMRO. “With  

leading predictive analytics software from SPSS, we can monitor employee  

satisfaction and increase the utility of the solution, which is the key to the 

portal’s success.”

SPSS Product: NetGenesis®

Application: Internal communications
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“ With the help of SPSS Inc., Credit 

Suisse’s data mining activities— 

analysis and modeling—have been 

fully integrated into our business  

processes and have proven their  

value in many different applications. 

The demand for data mining within  

the bank is rising all the time, and 

the strategic component is becoming 

increasingly important.” 

– Dr. Alex Nippe 

Head of Data Analysis/Data Mining 

Credit Suisse
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Finance
Credit Suisse’s Marketing Campaigns 
Increase Profitability and Customer 
Loyalty

Competition in the financial services industry is intense, and obtaining new 

customers is an expensive proposition. To maximize profitability, generate  

targeted customer leads, and tailor marketing programs to segmented  

customers, Credit Suisse created a “Loyalty Based Management” program.  

The program relies on SPSS predictive analytics software to increase the  

efficiency of its direct marketing campaigns.  

The organization uses SPSS’ Clementine to analyze a robust data warehouse 

of its 2.5 million customers. The analysis is used to identify potential leads 

among Credit Suisse’s customers so that it can intelligently market to them 

based on their individual preferences and histories. In addition, detailed  

segmentation of its vast customer base allows Credit Suisse to target its  

customers with customized solutions. 

Credit Suisse understands that it is not enough to know whether customers are 

interested in a product. It needs to know if they will actually follow though and 

make a purchase. SPSS’ Clementine allows Credit Suisse to analyze situations 

where customer interest in a service did not correlate with a purchase.

 

Many times, customers did not have good enough credit and were subsequently 

refused service. Refinement of the models factored in credit. As a result, the 

percentage of customers interested in purchasing a service, but who were 

refused due to bad credit, was reduced by almost half, allowing for substantial 

cost savings and enabling Credit Suisse to recoup the total costs of the project 

within two years.

“With the help of SPSS predictive analytics software, Credit Suisse’s data 

mining activities—analysis and modeling—have been fully integrated into our 

business process and have proven their value in many different applications,” 

said Dr. Alex Nippe, head of data analysis/data mining, Credit Suisse. “The 

demand for data mining within the bank is rising all the time, and the strategic 

component is becoming increasingly important.”

SPSS Product: Clementine

Application: Customer retention



Bank Increases Lead Generation  
Effectiveness   

A key element of Fortis Bank’s customer contact strategy is increasing the 

effectiveness of every branch office client interaction. Fortis Bank uses SPSS 

predictive analytics software as the foundation of its lead generation and  

database-marketing environment. 

With SPSS’ PredictiveMarketing, Fortis Bank is able to analyze its marketing 

database, automatically predict cross-sell opportunities and attrition risks, and 

provide targeted sales leads for more than 700 of its account managers across 

the bank’s nationwide branch network. By recommending the best action to 

take for each individual customer, Fortis Bank significantly increases conversion 

rates and generates additional revenue. In addition, the financial institution 

can generate highly qualified leads that enhance its direct marketing and 

branch network revenue-generation capabilities.

“SPSS’ PredictiveMarketing clearly stands out from the competition and has 

impressed us with its ability to generate results in a very short time frame,” 

commented Peter Heijt, manager of database marketing from Fortis Bank.  

“Its effectiveness in identifying and generating qualified leads will put our  

marketing department in the driver’s seat and save our branch-based  

account managers considerable time and effort. This will enable our account 

managers to spend more time serving and advising our customers—a key  

part of local retail banking. We’ve already begun to experience the benefits  

of PredictiveMarketing through increased conversion rates.”

“Financial institutions like Fortis Bank can generate tremendous additional 

value from interactions with their customers by better understanding individual 

customer needs,” said Colin Shearer, vice president, customer analytics at SPSS.  

“Rather than matching groups of customers to particular products or offers, we 

provide personalized offers to individual customers for the bank’s financial  

advisors. This stops inappropriate campaigns from bombarding their best  

clients, an approach which enables Fortis Bank to build even closer customer  

relationships via its branches, and unlock potential new sources of revenue.”

SPSS Product: PredictiveMarketing™  

Application: Database marketing
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“ Within the two-week pilot period, we 

had built 24 fully working predictive 

models with an estimated annual  

savings of approximately £3.5 million.” 

– David Cooper 

Head of Fraud Strategy 

Lloyds TSB
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Finance
Lloyds Saves Millions of Pounds  
with Fraud Detection Application 

Lloyds TSB is a part of the Lloyds TSB Group, a leading U.K.-based financial  

services group, whose businesses provide a comprehensive range of banking  

and financial services in the U.K. and overseas. Due to the industry-wide increase 

in credit card fraud, Lloyds TSB recognized the need for improved fraud detection. 

The bank established a dedicated section within its main fraud department 

with the sole purpose of using data analysis to reduce card fraud at every 

potential stage.

Data analysis using SPSS predictive analytics software has enabled Lloyds TSB 

to improve the fraud detection process and save millions of pounds. While 

fraud affects only a small percentage of Lloyds TSB’s total business, it is costly 

to the bank, as well as inconvenient to customers whose confidence in the  

payment process is paramount.

Using AnswerTree, part of SPSS’ data mining family, Lloyds TSB is able to  

analyze different types of fraud, such as card or identity theft, and build  

profiles of tactics adopted by fraudsters. The SPSS solution offers unrivaled 

analytical power and scalability, as well as visualization features created 

to give organizations smarter, more productive ways to discover significant 

groups and create profiles.

In addition to providing significant financial benefits to Lloyds, the SPSS  

application has reduced the time analysts need to develop a complex business 

rule from a few days to a few hours. Furthermore, the software enables analysts 

to simulate models prior to implementation and, therefore, quantify the  

affected data in advance.

Differentiating between genuine and fraudulent purchases is an ongoing issue 

facing the financial services industry. While Lloyds TSB could potentially stop 

nearly all card fraud by speaking directly to cardholders every time a transaction  

is made, with several million credit cards in circulation, this is simply not  

possible. Instead, it deploys SPSS predictive analytics to improve both its  

fraud detection and prevention capabilities, limiting the negative impact on 

customers and shareholders.

SPSS Product: AnswerTree®  

Application: Fraud detection



Top Dutch Financial Firm  
Transforms In-bound Service  
Calls into $30 Million in Revenue 

The growth strategy of Spaarbeleg, one of Holland’s larger financial services 

institutions, is based on expanding sales to its existing customer base. Aware 

of the dangers associated with over-saturating its customers with unsolicited 

messages, Spaarbeleg takes an innovative approach by converting inbound 

calls into its service call center into new sales opportunities. Spaarbeleg 

achieves this using SPSS predictive analytics software, which has been  

integrated with an existing home-grown call center environment. 

PredictiveCallCenter provides Spaarbeleg’s call center agents with highly  

accurate, personalized product offering recommendations during service calls. 

Using business logic, the application generates real-time predictions regarding 

each individual customer’s needs, recommending the product most likely to be 

of interest. Additionally, Spaarbeleg uses PredictiveMarketing to increase the 

response rates of its conventional direct marketing campaigns.

During the first year of implementation alone, SPSS predictive analytics  

software detected a potential cross-selling opportunity for 18 percent of 

Spaarbeleg’s one million inbound calls. Offer recommendations were  

communicated through a pop-up window on the agent’s desktop. In those 

cases in which an offer was made, 50 percent of the customers responded 

positively and were sent additional information. Of this group of customers,  

75 percent converted, resulting in the sale of 22,000 products. 

The bottom-line impact for Spaarbeleg is that $30 million in additional  

sales was generated in one year using PredictiveCallCenter.

SPSS Products: PredictiveCallCenter™,  

     PredictiveMarketing  

Applications: Cross-sell/up-sell,  

     database marketing
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Of the approximate one million  

inbound calls that Spaarbeleg receives

annually, SPSS predictive analytics 

detected a potential cross-selling

opportunity in 18 percent of these calls.




